Blue-Line Rotational Lift Table

Benefits:
The Rotational Lift Table (RLT) is the hardest working table you never knew you needed. From the lifting to the rotating the table does all the work while you don’t have to worry about stressing your back.

Features:
• Starts at 9½”, raising to a maximum height of 47¾”.
• Can lift up to 200lbs.
• The lift process is both incredibly quiet and reaches counter height (36”) in just 20 seconds.
• Tiedown rails on both sides to secure a patient.
• Built in safety features keep the table from descending on any objects in the way.
• Polyurethane edging capable of holding up to a liter of fluid.
• Comes fully equipped with two wireless remote controls, and one wireless foot control.
• Backboard provides secure positioning for any nervous or aggressive patients.
• Specs: Table size is 44½”L x 22½”W x 1”H.

903.3330.00  RLT, Standard Blue     892 lbs.
903.3330.01  RLT, Jade             892 lbs.
903.3330.02  RLT, Taupe Gray       892 lbs.
903.3330.03  RLT, Black            892 lbs.
903.3331.00  RLT with Scale, Standard Blue 905 lbs.
903.3331.01  RLT with Scale, Jade   905 lbs.
903.3331.02  RLT with Scale, Taupe Gray 905 lbs.
903.3331.03  RLT with Scale, Black  905 lbs.